Oxford University Press India to send Teaching
Professionals’ Olympiad winners to the University of
Oxford
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INVC NEWS
New Delhi, Oxford University Press (OUP), the world’s largest university press, will sponsor the top two
winners of TPO’s English Challenger track for a two week ‘Oxford English Language Teachers’ Academy
Masterclass’ at the University of Oxford, UK. The winners of the English Challenger track are Ms. Nandini
Shah, a teacher at the Oberoi International School, Mumbai and Mr. Manoj Pillai, a teacher from Kochi. The
3rd to 6th rank holders in the English Challenger track win themselves a chance to undergo the Oxford
Teachers’ Academy online training program delivered in partnership with the University of Oxford in India;
and rank holders 7th to 16th will undergo OUP’s Online Teacher Training course, also in India. The top two
winners of the English Challenger track, Ms Nandini Shah and Mr Manoj Pillai, will have a chance to
undergo real life Oxford experience by living in student accommodation at the Worcester College in
Oxford, UK. The ‘Oxford English Language Teachers’ Academy Masterclass’ will be led by a team of highlyexperienced international trainers and will provide winners an exhilarating and enriching study experience
in one of Oxford University's oldest college. The programme provides a ﬁrst class professional
development experience and aims to help the participants refresh and revitalize their teaching strategies
and techniques, as also learn the integration of technology in teaching methodology and an opportunity to
enhance their language skills. Speaking about OUP’s partnership with CENTA and its focus on professional
development of teachers, Sivaramakrishnan V, Managing Director, Oxford University Press India, said “OUP
remains totally committed to the development of Teachers given our fundamental belief that the teacher
is the principal pivot in the teaching-learning eco-system. OUP’s pedagogically advanced teacher training
programmes have strong participation from teachers across the country resulting in us training nearly
100,000 teachers, year-on-year. He added “I congratulate the winners of the CENTA Teaching
Professionals’ Olympiad and we are delighted to sponsor the top rankers of the English Challenger track to
world-class professional development programmes for teachers, including one at the University of Oxford,
UK.” Speaking on the occasion Ms Nandini Shah, one of the winners of the English Challenger track said, “I
am really honored to receive this privilege of attending the English Teachers' Masterclass at the University
of Oxford. I am really thankful to Oxford University Press for oﬀering such a thoughtful prize for topping the
middle school English challenger of Teachers' Professional Olympiad. Recognizing teachers and making
them feel appreciated in this way is the need of the hour in a world where the teaching profession tends to
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be largely under-appreciated. Oﬀering this as a prize makes teachers feel highly motivated and cherished.
The two-week workshop is also very apt for my teaching practice as it promises to teach skills any
innovative and active teacher would value learning, such as integrating technology into the English class,
incorporating grammar and vocabulary learning in an engaging manner, and teaching 21st century skills
amongst others. I hope that this award motivates many other deserving teachers to keep striving to do
their best in this profession” Ms Ramya Venkataraman, Founder & CEO of CENTA, says, "As part of its
mission to identify and reward outstanding teachers, CENTA Teaching Professionals' Olympiad has selected
two English teachers - Nandini Shah from Oberoi International School, Mumbai, and Manoj Pillai from
Kochi, Kerala - for the global two-week Masterclass in Oxford University. We are very grateful to Oxford
University Press for making this Masterclass available to these two teachers - both of them are eagerly
looking forward to it! OUP as a partner to CENTA TPO has added a lot to the excitement of participating
teachers, especially English teachers."
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